
STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000A METHOD FOR TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USINGHIDDEN MARKOV MODELSGABRIELA S�ERBANAbstrat. It is well-known that, in this moment, the �eld of intelligentagents represents an important researh diretion in Arti�ial Intelligene,whih o�ers a new method for problem solving and a new way for intera-tion between the omputer and the user. The use of mathematial statisti-methods represents a leading topi in this �eld. Hidden Markov Models(HMM) are often used as a mathematial tool for modeling the environmentof intelligent agents. In this paper we propose a learning method for an agentwhih reognize haraters, based on training an Hidden Markov Model.Keywords: Arti�ial Intelligene, Hidden Markov Models, learning.1. Intelligent agentsThe �eld of intelligent agents is in onnetion with another �eld of Arti�ialIntelligene (AI), the �eld of mahine learning. Mahine learning represents thestudy of system models that, based on a set of data (training data), improve theirperformane by experienes and by learning some spei� experimental knowledge.The attempt of modeling the human reasoning leads to the onept of intelligentreasoning. The reasoning is the proess of onlusion dedution; the intelligentreasoning is a kind of reasoning aomplished by humans. Most of the AI systemsare dedutive ones, able for making inferenes (draw onlusions), given their ini-tial or supplied knowledge, without being able for new knowledge aquisition or togenerate new knowledge. The learning apability being onneted to the intelli-gent behavior, one of the most important researh diretions in AI is to implementin the mahines the learning apability.An agent [3℄ is anything that an be viewed as pereiving its environment throughsensors and ating upon that environment through ations. An intelligent agentis an agent with an initial knowledge, having the apability for learning. In the2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68U05.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. I.2.6. [Computing Methodologies℄ : Arti�ialIntelligene { Learning . 41



42 GABRIELA S�ERBANfollowings we present how an agent an be modeled using a Hidden Markov Model,and how the agent an be trained by learning the assoiated HMM.2. Hidden Markov Model (HMM)The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a generalization of Markov deision pro-esses, being possible more transitions from a state for the same input. For thesame input sequene (of ations) we an have more paths in the HMM, whihimplies that P (a1;n) (the probability to have as input a sequene of n ations,a1 a2 � � �an, shortly written as a1;n) is alulated as the sum of the probabilitieson all the possible paths. Probability on a given path is alulated by multiplyingthe probabilities of transitions on the path.De�nition.An HMM is a 4-tuple < s1; S; A; P > , where S is a �nite set of states, s1 2 S isthe initial state, A is a set of input symbols (ations), and P : SXSXA� > [0; 1℄gives the probability of moving from state s1 to s2 on performing ation a. Let usonsider the following order of the elements of the sets S;A; P : S = (s1; � � � s�);A = (a1; � � � a!); P = (p1; � � � p�):, where � is the number of states, ! is the numberof ations and � is the number of transitions.Let us notie that [4℄ ai means the i-th element (ation) of an input sequene,while the ai represents the i-th element of the A set. A transition is de�ned asa 4-tuple: (si; sj ; ak; p) , whih means that the input ation ak in the state sitransitions to the state sj with the probability p. For a given input sequene ofations there are more possible paths in the HMM, so, the sequene of states thatit has been passed through is not dedutible from the input, but hidden (this givesthe name of the model). The sequene of states s1; s2; � � � ; sn+1 that has beenpassed through for an input a1;n is marked shortly with s1;n+1.2.1. Agents and Hidden Markov Models. Let us onsider a passive learningagent in a known environment represented as a set of states. At eah moment,the agent exeutes an ation, from a set of ations. In suh a passive learningmodel, the environment generates transitions between states, pereived by theagent. The agent has a model of the environment using a model of ations (P),where P (x0jx; a) represents the probability for reahing the state x0 by taking theation a in the state x.With the above onsiderations, the behavior of the agent in a given environ-ment an be seen as a Markov deision proess. If the state transitions are non-deterministi (a given ation a in a given state x transitions to a set of suessorstates, not to a single suessor state), then the Markov model is an HMM where:� S is the set of the environment states;



TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USING HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS 43� s1 2 S is the initial state for the agent;� A is the set of the ations of the agent;� P is the set of transitions between the states (onditioned by ations).2.2. Algorithm for omputing the likelihood of an input sequene ofations. In the followings, we mention a very simple algorithm for omputingthe likelihood of an input sequene of ations in an HMM. This algorithm, the\forward" algorithm [1℄ alulate the probability of an input sequene of ations(a1;n) using the \forward" probability (�) and the \bakward" probability (�).The \forward" probability is de�ned [1℄ as the probability of being in state iafter seeing the �rst t observations, given the input sequene.Let us note by �i(t+ 1) the probability of the input sequene a1;t having si as�nal state. In other words:(1) �i(t+ 1) = P (a1;t; st+1 = si); t > 0The idea of the algorithm is to alulate the probabilities for all the input subse-quenes (a1;t; t = 0; � � � ; n) having as �nal state the state si, i = 1; � � � ; �, where� is the total number of states of the Markov model. Having all �i(n+ 1) valuesalulated, the probability P (a1;n) is given by:P (a1;n) = nXi=1 �i(n+ 1)Considering that a1;0 is the empty sequene, whih has the aeptane probability1, we have that �j(1) = 1 if j = 1 and is 0 otherwise , orresponding to the fatthat the initial state of every path is s1.Using the dynami programming priniple, we an make the following remark:the probability of the input sequene a1;t+1 having sj as �nal state, is obtained bysumming for all state si, i = 1; � � � ; � the produts between the probability of theinput sequene a1;t having si as �nal state and the probability of the transitionbetween the state si and the state sj for the ation at. Thus, alulation of �j(t) [4℄is made starting with �j(1) , �j(2) and going until �j(n+1) , using the reursiverelation: �j(t+ 1) = �Xi=1 �i(t)P (si at! sj):Reall that �i(t) are alled \forward" probabilities. Using the above onsider-ations, let us notie that the algorithm for �nding the highest-probability-pathsfor a given entry is based on the \bakward" variant of the dynami programmingpriniple (using the bakward variant of the optimality priniple).



44 GABRIELA S�ERBANAs we have mentioned above it is also possible to alulate \bakward" probabili-ties, �i(t), with the following de�nition: �i(t) represents the aeptane-probabilityof the input at;n, if the state at step t is si. In other words, the \bakward" prob-ability �i(t) omputes the probability of seeing the observation from time t+1 tothe end, given that we are in state i at time t (given the input sequene).So [4℄: �i(t) = P (at;n j st = si); t > 1:The probability we are looking for will be�1(1) = P (a1;n j s1 = s1) = P (a1;n)Calulation of � funtion is made starting with values:�i(n+ 1) = P (� j sn+1 = si) = 1; i = 1; � � � ; �:For the reursive ase, we have:�i(t� 1) = P (at�1;n j st�1 = si) = �Xj=1 P (si at�1! sj)�j(t)2.3. Training Hidden Markov Models. In the followings, we use the Baum-Welh algorithm [1℄(\forward-bakward") for training a Hidden Markov Model.This algorithm, that has given a ertain training input sequene (an observationsequene a1;n), adjusts the probabilities of transitions in the HMM, in order tomaximize the probability of the observation sequene. Having an HMM struturealready de�ned, the algorithm will let us train the transition probabilities of theHMM. In fat, we an estimate the probabilities of transitions using a very simplealgorithm: for eah transition (ar) t whih begins in a state s, we alulate howoften this ar is used when the entry sequene is a1;n. Thus, P (t) is given byP (t) = how often the ar t is usedhow often an ar beginning from s is usedMore exatly, the probabilities of transitions are alulated with the formula [2℄(2) P (si ak! sj) = C(si ak! sj)P�;!l=1;m=1 C(si am! sl)Let us notie that the formula (2) is used only if the sumP�;!l=1;m=1 C(si am! sl)is non-zero, otherwise the probability P (si ak! sj) remains unhanged.



TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USING HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS 45The C funtion (the \numberingfuntion") in the above formula is alulatedlike this [2℄:(3) C(si ak! sj) = 1P (a1;n) nXt=1 �i(t)P (si ak! sj)�j(t+ 1)Let us notie that for the alulation of C(si ak! sj) we have to know theprobabilities of transitions for the HMM model. The main idea of the algorithmis the following: we will start with an estimate for the probabilities, and thenuse these estimated probabilities to derive better and better probabilities - wealulate the new values of funtion C(si ak! sj) using the formula (3) and �nallywe adjust the probabilities of transitions using the formula (2). The measureof the improvement level of probabilities after a training sequene is given by thegrowth of the probability (P (a1;n)) of the input sequene ompared to it's previousestimation. The proess of realulating the probabilities of transitions is �nishedwhen P (a1;n) su�ers no more signi�ant modi�ations (in omparison with a givenapproximation error). 3. ExperimentIn this setion our aim is to test how a system represented as an HMM (in ourexample an agent for reognizing haraters) works.3.1. An agent for reognizing haraters. Let us onsider an agent for reog-nizing two haraters \I" and \U". We assume that eah harater is representedby a binary matrix (for simpli�ation, we onsider that the matrix has 4 lines and 3olumns). So, the matrix orresponding to the harater \I" is [[100℄[100℄[100℄[100℄℄and the matrix orresponding to harater \U" is [[101℄[101℄[101℄[111℄℄. For thisissue, we propose the model desribed in Figure 1.Using the onsiderations made in subsetion 2.1, the model is hidden, in otherwords is an HMM.Of ourse, the struture of the Markov model hosen for the modeling of theproblem, it is important.Having as initial state the state \a", the above desribed HMM aepts the en-tries 100100100100 (the harater \I") and 101101101111 (the harater \U")(the entry for a harater is obtained by juxtaposing the rows of the orrespond-ing matrix in the following order: the �rst, the seond, the third and the fourthline). The initial probabilities of transitions are alulated in omparison with thetwo entry sequenes whih are aepted by the HMM (the haraters \I" and \U").Let us notie that the dimension of the matrix (number of rows and olumns)
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Figure 1. The Hidden Markov Modelused to represent the haraters has no inuene in the reognition proess (onlythe probabilities of transitions after training the HMM hange).In this HMM, using the algorithm desribed in subsetion 2.3, we observe that:� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100100 (orrespondingto the harater \I") is 3:9190411 � 10�4;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 101101101111 (orrespondingto the harater \U") is 8:2214139 � 10�5;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100111 (orrespondingto the harater \L") is 2:07292009 � 10�4.3.2. First training. First, we train the HMM to reognize the harater \I"(we use the training algorithm desribed in subsetion 2.4 for the entry sequene100100100100).Considering the approximation error 10�7, the HMM is trained in 13 steps. Theprobabilities of transitions during the training are desribed in Table 1 (the olumnsorrespond to the probabilities of transitions).In the HMM trained to reognize the harater \I", we observe that:� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100100 (orrespondingto the harater \I") is 3:906248 � 10�3;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 101101101111 (orrespondingto the harater \U") is 7:017882 � 10�25;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100111 (orrespondingto the harater \L") is 1:953123 � 10�3.3.3. Seond training. The seond training of the HMM is for reognizing theharater \U" (we use the training algorithm for entry sequene 101101101111).Considering the approximation error 10�7, the HMM is trained in 26 steps,desribed in Table 2.



TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USING HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS 47Table 1. The probabilities of transitions during the �rst training proessStep P(a, 1, a) P(a, 0, a) P(a, 0, b) P(b, 1, a) P(b, 0, a)1 0.34895903418 0.32739092305 0.32365004277 0.28061623839 0.719383761612 0.36807390057 0.30667030898 0.32525579045 0.21734816939 0.782651830613 0.39085481661 0.26963514927 0.33951003412 0.15079989110 0.849200108904 0.41877605321 0.21221865027 0.36900529651 0.08661076916 0.913389230845 0.45055613731 0.13549261529 0.41395124739 0.03595643299 0.964043567016 0.47879919631 0.05899019566 0.46221060803 0.00857366994 0.991426330067 0.49432319346 0.01463521470 0.49104159184 0.00080952252 0.999190477488 0.49898253274 0.00224291095 0.49877455631 0.00001805465 0.999981945359 0.49985762067 0.00028976704 0.49985261230 0.00000006090 0.9999999391010 0.49998185346 0.00003637704 0.49998176950 0.00000000003 0.9999999999711 0.49999772587 0.00000454959 0.49999772454 0.00000000000 1.0000000000012 0.49999971564 0.00000056874 0.49999971562 0.00000000000 1.0000000000013 0.49999996445 0.00000007109 0.49999996445 0.00000000000 1.00000000000In the HMM trained to reognize the harater \U", we observe that:� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100100 (orrespondingto the harater \I") is 8:111088 � 10�22;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 101101101111 (orrespondingto the harater \U") is 3:251364 � 10�3;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100111 (orrespondingto the harater \L") is 6:103893 � 10�17.After the agent was trained for reognizing the haraters \I" and \U", theagent reeives an entry, for example 100100100111 (the harater \L"), whihhe tries to reognize. The reognition performs the following steps:� �rst, the agent omputes the probability p1 for the given entry in the�rst environment (trained for \I");� seond, the agent omputes the probability p2 for the given entry in theseond environment (trained for \U");� third, the agent ompares p1 and p2 and determines the maximum;� fourth, beause p1 is greater than p2 the agent reognize the harater\I" as the most probable for the given entry.This is a kind of supervised learning, the agent is trained for a few models, andafter the training he tries to reognize a given entry. We hose this experimentwith two haraters beause it is simple and illustrates very learly the idea oftraining the agent using the training of the HMM.



48 GABRIELA S�ERBANTable 2. The probabilities of transitions during the seond train-ing proessStep P(a, 1, a) P(a, 0 , a) P(a, 0, b) P(b, 1, a) P(b, 0, a)1 0.71380471380 0.14141414141 0.14478114478 1.000 0.002 0.70681329384 0.12043988151 0.17274682466 1.000 0.003 0.69971006779 0.09913020337 0.20115972884 1.000 0.004 0.69291260238 0.07873780715 0.22834959047 1.000 0.005 0.68680005870 0.06040017610 0.25279976520 1.000 0.006 0.68162626416 0.04487879249 0.27349494335 1.000 0.007 0.67748162778 0.03244488333 0.29007348889 1.000 0.008 0.67431367967 0.02294103901 0.30274528131 1.000 0.009 0.67198200820 0.01594602459 0.31207196721 1.000 0.0010 0.67031480817 0.01094442451 0.31874076732 1.000 0.0011 0.66914788095 0.00744364286 0.32340847618 1.000 0.0012 0.66834348425 0.00503045274 0.32662606302 1.000 0.0013 0.66779488597 0.00338465792 0.32882045610 1.000 0.0014 0.66742348964 0.00227046892 0.33030604144 1.000 0.0015 0.66717331840 0.00151995519 0.33130672641 1.000 0.0016 0.66700537657 0.00101612971 0.33197849371 1.000 0.0017 0.66689289418 0.00067868255 0.33242842326 1.000 0.0018 0.66681767274 0.00045301824 0.33272930902 1.000 0.0019 0.66676742102 0.00030226306 0.33293031592 1.000 0.0020 0.66673387346 0.00020162039 0.33306450615 1.000 0.0021 0.66671148776 0.00013446328 0.33315404895 1.000 0.0022 0.66669655476 0.00008966429 0.33321378095 1.000 0.0023 0.66668659534 0.00005978602 0.33325361864 1.000 0.0024 0.66667995391 0.00003986172 0.33328018438 1.000 0.0025 0.66667552547 0.00002657642 0.33329789811 1.000 0.0026 0.66667257283 0.00001771848 0.33330970870 1.000 0.00Also, we onsidered an experiment with four haraters: \A", \L", \U", \I".The assoiated HMM has four states and the reognition proess works well.On our opinion, it would be interesting the ombination of the above desribedmethod of training with ertain dynami programming methods.4. The appliationThe appliation is written in Mirosoft Visual C++ 5.0 and implements thealgorithms desribed in the previous setions.



TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USING HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS 49Examples1. For the sequene 100100100111 the appliation displays the following results:The entry is**** * *The maximum probability for the entry is 0.003906The harater reognized for the given entry is:****2. For the sequene 000101111101 the appliation displays the following results:The entry is* ** * ** *The maximumprobability for the entry 000101111101 is 2:2966411�10�22 The harater reognized for the given entry is:* ** ** ** * * 5. ConlusionsIn ertain situations, the behavior of an intelligent agent an be modeled usingan HMM. In suh situations, it would be interesting to use mathematial methodsfor working on these models.In the ase of the proposed experiment, some future researh would be:� how ould the proposed model be generalized for as many haraters aspossible;� how ould the struture of the HMM be generated dynamially;� how would suh probabilisti methods be more appropriate than others;� how ould the probabilisti methods be ombined with others (that mayalso be heuristi) for obtaining a higher performane of the model;



50 GABRIELA S�ERBAN� what would happen in ertain \plateau" situations (where a given entrywould have the same probability in more environments).Anyway, whih we wanted to emphasize in this paper is another way of workingon problems of training intelligent agents.Referenes[1℄ D.Jurafsky, James H. Martin : \Speeh and language proessing", Prentie Hall., 2000.[2℄ E. Charniak: \Statistial language learning", MIT Press, 1996.[3℄ S.J.Russell, P.Norvig: \Arti�ial intelligene. A modern approah", Prentie-Hall Inter-national,1995.[4℄ D.Tatar, G.Serban: \Training probabilisti ontext-free grammars as hidden Markov mod-els", Studia Universitatis \Babes-Bolyai", Series Informatia XLV (2), 2000, 69{78.\Babes�-Bolyai" University, Cluj-Napoa, RomaniaE-mail address: gabis�s.ubbluj.ro


